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RelationsBetween Loan Grades
and Subsequent Loan Experience
THIS ANALYSIS 1S focused upon the following question: Do groups of
loans graded differently have significantly different disposition with
respect to delinquency, repayment, or loss rates? As explained in the
sections which follow, the grading system for Production Credit Asso-
ciations differs from that for the Federal Land Banks. The outstand-
ing Production Credit Association loans are graded annually after they
are made. The Federal Land Bank loan collateral is graded prior to
the closing of the loan. Accordingly, the analysis of these two types of
loans is different.
Production Credit Association Loans
Production Credit Association Loan Data
The specific data on Production Credit Association loans provided
by the Farm Credit Administration consisted of annual loan data in
all states for the period 1945_62.1 Type of disposition and grade of
loans were included.
The grading of loans in the Production Credit Association portfolio
is conducted under the supervision of the Farm Credit Administra-
tion. Near the end of each calendar year, all outstanding loans are
examined on the basis of credit quality and graded accordingly.
About the same time, but in a different operation, reserves for losses
are established and some loans are charged off. Under the loan
1Priorto 1945 a significantly different grading system was used. For this reason,
only data since 1945 are used here.Loan Grades and Subsequent Loan Experience 15
grading system, loans are classified into several groups:(1) AR loans,
which range from those of highest quality to those with no more
than moderate credit weakness, (2) C loans, which have major credit
weakness but are believed collectible in full, and (3) D loans, all or
some portion of which are considered uncollectable.
It was not possible to develop complete life histories of loans from
the data. Partial histories were developed, however, through deter-
mination of the origin and disposition of loans graded D for each
year, and this group of loans is examined in detail.
Analysis of the Experience of Loans in Different Grades
The loan data are now examined to determine the effectiveness of
the loan grading system in distinguishing among groups of loans
with differing likelihood of being charged off.
Loan Grade at Date of Closing. At the time of loan closing, all
Production Credit Association loans must meet the AB loan quality
standards. Loans are graded C and D only because of events occurring
subsequent to the dates the loans were closed. A specific C or D
loan for a current inspection date may have been of AB, C, or D
quality, or perhaps was not yet closed, on the previous inspection
date. Therefore, the loan grade at the time of closing is of no value
in predicting type of loan disposition or differentials among later
loan-grade composition. The loan-grading system's potential value
lies only in whether loan grades at the time of inspection can be
used to predict the disposition of loans that are in the portfolio.
Loan Grade at Date of Inspection. Whether the loan grades at the
time of inspection are effective in indicating type of loan disposition
can be determined by an examination of the origin and .disposition
of D loans.
Only D loans are charged off; any AB or C loan in trouble will
be reclassified on the inspection date prior to charge-off at the end
of the year. Thus the question is whether D loans originate from the
loan grade categories in varying proportions and whether it is possible
to make useful estimates of the proportion of D loans ultimately
charged off.
The data are presented in Tables 5 through 7. In addition, a
summary is given in Table 8, which indicates D loan disposition at16 Some Measures of Agricultural Credit Quality
TABLE 5
Percentages of Current AB and C Loans Classified in Following Year as D,
Afl PCA Districts, 1945—61
Year
ABLoans C Loans
Number Amount Number Amount
1945 .61 .52 1.71 1.57
1946 .48 .36 1.97 1.53
1947 .26 .25 2.41 1.96
1948 .74 .80 3.11 3.05
1949 .41 .24 3.48 2.14
1950 .17 .14 2.09 1.99
1951 .11 .21 1.92 2.08
1952 .29 .65 3.66 7.41
1953 .18 .27 2.77 3.92
1954 .14 .19 2.49 3.17
1955 .12 .20 2.30 3.35
1956 .14 .26 1.91 3.31
1957 .12 .24 1.28 1.48
1958 .10 .19 1.39 1.99
1959 .12 .14 1.82 1.92
1960 .09 .13 1.36 1.47
1961 .08 .09 1.31 1.56
Source: Computed from data provided by the Farm Credit Administration. Compu-
tations of amounts exclude Springfield, St. Louis, and Wichita districts because data
were not available. Numbers computations include all districts.
the end of the calendar year, but does not disclose the ratios of
ultimate loan disposition.2
In general, the major source of current D loans is these loans
carried over from the previous year. Apart from D loans carried
over to the next year, more of these loans were charged off than
paid in full(both loan numbers and amounts), as Tables 6 and 7
indicate.
2Acount of D loans graded AB, C, and D on the next annual inspection date

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0Loan Grades and Subsequent Loan Experience 19
TABLE 8
D Loans Classified by Type of Disposition on
Inspection Date of Following Year, Totals for Entire
Period, All PCA Districts, 1945—61
Percentage Percentage
of Amount of
Number Number ($ thousand) Amount
AB 373 1.5 1,265 1.3
C 2,966 12.1 16,059 16.1
D 10,132 41.3 61,542 61.7
Paid in full 5,062 20.6 9,703 9.7
Charged off 5,702 23.2 8,917 8.9
Other 301 1.2 2,328 2.3
Total 24,536 100.0 99,814 100.0
Source: Computed from Tables 6 and 7. Computations of amounts exclude Spring-
field, St. Louis, and Wichita districts because data were not available. Numbers compu-
tations include all
The most important relationships observed from Tables 5 through
8 are:
1. About 0.25 per cent of AB loans in the current year were graded
D in the following year, but a smaller (although unknown) propor-
tion would then be charged off at the end of that year.
2. About 2.2 per cent of current year C loans were graded D in
the following year, but a smaller (although unknown) proportion
would then be charged off at the end of that year.
3. About 20 to 25 per cent of D loans in each inspection date are
charged off at the end of the year.
4. About 40 per cent of all D loans are ultimately charged off.8
3Theultimate disposition of D loans between charge-off and payment in full
can be estimated by assuming past relationships will hold in the future. During the
1945—62 period, about 41 per cent of all D loans were continued in grade D and
23 per cent were charged off. Under the assumption that the 41 per cent of D
loans continued in that category to the next year will have the same charge-off rate
as all D loans have had in the past, 23 per cent of these loans (i.e., 23 x 41 per
cent or 9.4 per cent) will be charged off in year number two, while 41 per cent
will be continued in grade D (i.e., 41 x 41 per cent, or 16.8 per cent). In year
three, 23 per cent of the 16.8 per cent will be charged off, etc. Thus, about 40 per
cent of all D loans will ultimately be charged off. When the 1961 data are examined,
the percentage of D loans continued as D loans is 49.5 per cent and the percentage20 Some Measures of Agricultural Credit Quality
Since 20 per cent of D loans are charged off in the current year,
and about 40 per cent are carried over to the next year, it seems
reasonable to assume that the proportion of former C and AB loans
which are actually charged off on the next annual inspection date is
smaller than the proportion which had become D loans. However,
the Ultimate charge-off rates on C and AB loans may well be larger
than the percentage that become D the following year.
One further point about D loans should be made. The charge-off
rate for old D loans, those carried in the grade for one year or more,
appears to be about the same as or slightly higher than the rate for
new D loans, those which were AB, C, or not-yet-closed in the pre-
ceding year.4 The indication is that D loans are more likely to be
charged off than other loans, and thus that the grades assigned under
the grading system are useful in assessing loan quality.
Summary. The conclusion that the grading system used by the
Production Credit Associations is useful is based on the following
observations: (1) D loans generate much higher charge-off rates than
charged off is 18.9 per cent. This combination also gives an estimate of nearly 40
per cent ultimate charge-off for 0 loans.
The general formula for the ultimate charge-off rate (a) under these assumptions
where b is the initial year charge-off rate and c is the percentage continued in
grade D, all, percentages expressed as decimal fractions.
4Therelations between current-year old D loans and all current-year D loans
charged off, paid in full, or classified as AB or C on the following inspection date
are the basis for this comparison. The correlation between old D loans and all D
loans charged off aids in determining whether the charge-off rates for new and
for old D loans differ. New D loans as a percentage of all D loans equal old D
loans subtracted from 100 per cent. Therefore, correlation of new D loans with
charge-offs would be the inverse of the correlation of old D loans and charge-offs.
A zero correlation would suggest that the charge-off rates for new and old D
loans were the same. This conclusion follows since zero correlation means that a
change in the ratio of new to old D loans had no effect on the percentage of all
D loans charged off. A high positive correlation would suggest that the charge-off
rate for old D loans was higher than for new D loans, while a negative correlation
would suggest that the charge-off rate for new D loans was higher.
The correlation between the percentages of old D loans and all loans charged
off was slightly positive; in nine years the changes from the preceding year were
in the same direction and in seven years they were in the opposite direction. When
the amounts data (which were not available from three districts) are checked, a
positive correlation was also found, but in a twelve-to-four ratio. Similar checks
between old D loans and each of the other dispositions (paid in full, retained in
D grade, or reclassified as AB or C) in each case resulted in slight positive correla-
tions.Loan Grades and Subsequent Loan Experience 21
AB or C loans;(2) C loans generate higher charge-off rates than AB
loans because C loans generate more D loans than do AB loans;
(3) losses, as a result of the proportions charged off, are generated
at the highest rates by D loans, next by C loans, and at the lowest
rate by AB loans. This conclusion is not as firmly established as it
might be had it been possible to associate the ultimate disposition
of each loan with its grade one year before, two years before, etc.
The uncertainty arises from the fact that the high proportion of D
loans charged off may merely reflect the practice of assigning this
grade to all loans that are about to be charged off, whereas none
of the AB or C loans are charged off without prior classification as
D loans. Even the higher proportion of C than of AB loans that
become D in the following year might reflect a process of grading
weak loans down by stages from AB to C to D. Nevertheless, the
conclusion is reasonable, consistent with the evidence, and supported
by the analysis in the next section.
Relations Between Loan Grades in the Portfolio
Attention is now turned toward an examination of the relations
between the changes through time in the loan-grade composition of
the Production Credit Associations' portfolio, subsequent loan-grade
composition, and final loan disposition.
Several regressions were computed to obtain more exact measure-
TABLE 9
Regression of Number of Loans Charged Off Upon Number of D Loans






Regressioncoefficient .23 .22 .18
Regressioncoeff. ± stand. error(t) 22.75 18.42 11.30
Elasticity a .99 .92 .72
Coefficientof determination (R2)b .75 .68 .47
Number ofobservations 204 192 180
Note: Calculated from pooled data.
a Computed at the arithmetic means of the two variables.
Includes contribution from year dummy variables.22 SomeMeasures of Agricultural Credit Quality
TABLE 10
Regression of Dollar Losses on Loans Upon Amounts of D Loans Under































Note: Calculated from pooled data.
aComputedat the arithmetic means of the two variables.
bIncludescontribution from year dummy variables.
ment of these relations. The results were consistent with the con-
clusions indicated in the previous section, and in addition provided
additional insight into the lagged relations which are not easily
observed from the data directly.
From the eighteen years of data forth.etwelve Farm Credit
Districts "pooled regressions" were computed, with the loan totals
for each year in each district used as individual observations. To
remove trend effects (between years) in a pooled-regression approach,
each year except the first is assigned a variable with a value of one
for that year and zero forallobservations of other years. For
eighteen years, there were seventeen dummy variables of this type.
The regression coefficients for these variables indicate the shift effect
of a single year relative to the base, after taking account of the net
effect of any other independent variables. The regression coefficient
for other independent variables is thus net of "year effects" and is
common for all years in the pooled
D Loans and Losses on Loans. The first regressions were between
D loan numbers and D loan numbers charged off, and next between
D loan amounts and losses on loans. Table 9 gives the results of the
pooled regression obtained when D loan numbers charged off are
regressed upon D loan numbers. The latter was used with three
5Theregression results in the text do not include the coefficients for the year
dummy variables.Loan Grades and Subsequent Loan Experience 23
alternative lags: zero, one, and two years. Table 10 shows the results
when dollar losses on loans are regressed upon D loan amounts, again
using the same system of lags for the independent variable.
In Table 9, the regression coefficient in the first column indicates
that, for each change of one in the number of B loans, the number
of these loans charged off changed by .23 of a loan in the same
direction. This estimate corresponds to the 23 per cent average of
D loans charged off over the 1945—61 period shown in Table 8.
Seventy-five per cent of the variance in D loans charged off was
associated with the variance inthese loans and inthe dummy
variables discussed above. The ratio of the regression coefficient to
its standard error,22.75, means that the regression coefficientis
significantly different from zero, statistically. The elasticity of charged-
off loans to D loans of .99 means that a10 per cent increase
(decrease) in D loansisassociated with a 9.9 per cent increase
(decrease) in charged-off loans. This elasticity was computed at the
arithmetic means of the two variables, and thus takes into account
the base of each.
When next year's charge-offs are related to this year's D loans,
(second column) a regression coefficient of .22 is obtained: and when
charge-offs two years hence are used, itis.18. Analytically, these
lagged relationships are more interesting because they indicate the
possibility of using current D loans to estimate future loss rates. The
coefficients compare with .23 obtained with current-year D loans.
The regression results for amounts of losses regressed upon D loan
amounts are given in Table 10. These results are based upon more
data than the disposition data on D loan amounts given in Table
8 in that 1962 'data are included and the loss data for all twelve
districts were available.° The magnitudes of the regression coefficients
in this case are consistent with the results obtained when numbers
were used, and, except for the reason just stated, with the simple
average estimate given in Table 8. The unlagged regression co-
efficient indicates that a one-dollar increase in D loan amounts is
associated with a 13 cent increase in losses, on the average.
C Loans and Losses on Loans. The second set of relations examined
8Thefigures were obtained from aggregative data compiled by the Farm Credit
Administration in a form that could be used in these calculations, but not in the
form used in Table 8.24 SomeMeasures of Agricultural Credit Quality
TABLE 11
Regression of Number of Loans Charged Off Upon Number of C Loans






Regressioncoefficient .010 .011 .010
Regressioncoeff. ÷ stand. error(t) 3.92 3.65 2.93
Elasticity a .69 .67 .57
Coefficientof determination (R2)b .14 .12 .10
Number ofobservations 204 192 180
Note: Calculated from pooled data.
a Computed at the arithmetic means of the two variables.
bIncludescontribution from year dummy variables.
correspond to those given in Tables 9 and 10, with C loans substituted
for D loans asthe independent variable. The regression results
obtained in this case (Tables 11 and 12) show that changes in C
loan numbers and amounts were associated with changes of the same
sign in charged-off loans and losses. The regression coefficients and
correlations obtained, while significantly different from zero; were
much lower than for D loans. The elasticities, however, are not greatly
different from those found for D loans.
TABLE 12
Regression of Dollar Losses on Loans Upon Amounts of C Loans Under






Regressioncoefficient .005 .006 .007
Regressioncoeff.stand.error (t) 3.67 3.65 3.67
Elasticity a .78 .79 .81
Coefficientof determination (R2) b .20 .19 .17
Number ofobservations 216 204 192
'I
Note: Calculated from pooled data.
a Computed at the arithmetic means of the two variables.
bIncludescontribution from year dummy variables.Loan Grades and Subsequent Loan Experience 25
Whenboth D and C loans were used in the same multiple
regression, similar estimates of the relationship were obtained (Tables
13 and 14). The inclusion of C loans in the regression does not
appreciably increase the explained variance compared with the use
of D loans alone (see Tables 9 and 10). The most interesting aspect
(in Table 14)is the improvement in the statistical significance of
the regression coefficient for C loan amounts in the lagged over the
unlagged relationship, together with a failure of the regression co-
efficients to decline in magnitude as the lag increases. This result is
consistent with the direct observation from the data that AB loans
go bad over time, often moving from AB to C to D to charge-off
or loss. These relationships are also consistent with the conclusion
previously obtained that new D loans are slightly less likely to be
charged off by the end of the year than old D loans.
C Loans and D Loans. The final relations computed were between
C loans as the independent variable and D loans as the dependent
TABLE 13
Regression of Number of Loans Charged Off Upon Numbers of C and D
Loans Under Three Alternative Lags,
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Note: Calculated from pooled data.
aWithreference to the variable x1, number of D loans.
bWithreference to the variable x2, number of C loans.
cIncludescontribution from year dummy variables.26 Some Measures of Agricultural Credit
TABLE 14
Regression of Dollar Losses on Loans Upon Amounts of C and D Loans
Under Three Alternative Lags,











































Note: Calculated from pooled data.
aWithreference to the variable x,, amounts of D loans.
bWithreference to the variab'e x2, amounts of C loans.
CIncludescontribution from year dummy variables.
variable. The results in this case, given in Tables 15 and 16, for
numbers and amounts, respectively, suggest that increases in D loans
are associated with increases in C loans. The relation is closer for
amounts, and the regression coefficients are larger when the lagged
relations are used. This suggests that the same forces which generate
D loans generate C loans, and that C loans are more likely than AB
loans to generate D loans.
Federal Land Bank Loans
Land Bank Loan Data
The real estate loan study is restricted to analysis of data on
lending activities in New York State by the Federal Land Bank of
Springfield, Massachusetts. The available data allow examination of
the characteristics of loans closed and disposed of in each year. No
information is available, however, on the loans during the period
between date of closing and the date of disposition.Loan Grades and Subsequent Loan Experience 27
TABLE15
Regression of Number of D Loans Upon Number of C Loans Under






Regressioncoefficient .020 .018 .019
Regressioncoeff.stand.error (t) 2.20 1.75 1.74
Elasticity a .32 .27 .27
Coefficientof determination (R2) b .06 .05 .05
Number ofobservations 204 192 180
Note: Calculated from pooled data.
a Computed at the arithmetic means of the two variables.
b Includes contribution from year dummy variables.
At the time a loan is closed, information relevant to it is recorded.
For the period since 1933, this information includes measures of
grade of the farm and grade of the area where the farm is located,
size of loan, market value, normal agricultural value, and number
of acres. The grade of farm and area classifications were assigned
by the appraisers employed by the Land Bank, and reflect economic
productivity criteria. When the loans are paid or otherwise disposed
of,a recordiskept oflosses,loans paid atforeclosure, loans
foreclosed, and loans paid in full or refunded.
TABLE 16
Regression of Amounts of D Loans Upon Amounts of C Loans Under































Note: Calculated from pooled data.
a Computed at the arithmetic means of the two variables.
b Includes contribution from year dummy variables.28 SomeMeasures of Agricultural Credit Quality
TABLE 17
credit Services Provided by the Federal Land Bank in


















1.Loans closed 35,738100.0 135,575 100.0 3,790
2.Outstanding, April
30, 1958 11,262 31.5 57,748 42.65,130
3.Paid in full or
refunded 20,953 58.6 64,846 47.8 3,090
4.Foreclosed 2,795 7.8 10,731 7.9 3,840
5.Paid at foreclosure 728 2.0 2,250 1.7 3,080
6.Unsatisfactory loans
(lines 4 and 5) 3,523 9.9 12,981 9.6 3,680
7.Net losses a 2,633 — —3,303 — —
Source: Computed from data provided by the Federal Land Bank of Springfield,
Massachusetts.
aLossindicated by minus sign.
The activities of the bank and subsequent loan results for the
period 1917—58 are summarized in Table Unsatisfactory loans
(line 6, Table 17) fall into two categories: loans foreclosed and loans
paid while in the last stages of the foreclosure process. This latter
category of loans was unsatisfactory in that although the borrower
was able to pay eventually, thus preventing the Land Bank from
taking title to the farm, he was unable or unwilling to make pay-
ment as called for in the original contract. Loans that were actually
foreclosed were unsatisfactory in the sense that when the borrower
did not meet the terms of the original contract, the Land Bank
took title to the mortgaged property and sold it on the market.8
The basic data for this part of the study are summarized in two
7Theamounts in this table and in all tables that follow in this section refer to
the original amounts for loans closed. No adjustments have been made for partial
repayments. These partial repayments were significant, because almost all Land
Bank loans were amortized and substantial advance payments were made.
8Somefarms were acquired by the Land Bank by deed and did not go through
the foreclosure procedure. In addition, a few loan balances were charged off where
efforts to collect the small amounts involved would merely add to the loss.Loan Grades and Subsequent Loan Experience 29
tables. The number of loans in each collateral grade is given in
Table 18 and the corresponding amounts are given in Table 19. A
comparison of the numbers obtained "by year of loan closing" with
those obtained "by year of loan disposition" (given in parentheses)
provides some indication of the level of accuracy maintained in the
tabulation of the 35,738 loans. Elimination of all tabulation errors
would have resulted in numbers in parentheses identical with their
counterparts. The tabulation errors have been held to relatively low
percentages; and while the number of observations of loan numbers
and amounts in unsatisfactory types of dispositions are perhaps lower
than desirable from. a statistical viewpoint, they are still useful.
All of the loans on which collateral grades were known were closed
during the period Of the 35,738 loans that were made
during the entire period, area and farm grades were recorded on
20,601. On the remaining 15,137 loans, area and farm grade informa-
tion was either incomplete or entirely missing.
The area classifications identify the highest to lowest qualities
of area with a 1, 2, 3, 4 ranking system.1° A comparable of
grading farms was followed in which an A, B, C, .D ranking system
was used, with A farms of highest quality. These grades are combined
and referred to as collateral grades." For the main parts of the
analysis, the grades of area and of farm classifications were reduced
to four classes identified as follows: 12AB loans in the best areas
and on the best farms, 12CD loans in the best areas but on the worst
farms, 34AB loans in the worst areas but on the best farms, and 34CD
loans in the worst areas and on the worst farms.
Analysis of th.e Experience of Loans in Different Collateral Grades
Analysis of the loan experience of the Federal Land Bank, in
relation to the grading system, is different from that of the Production
Credit Association because of dissimilarities in their.loan classification
systems and available data.
The PCA loan grading system is used as part of the loan inspection
9Thisinformation was not collected on loans closed prior to 1933.
10Forinternal purposes, these grading systems during some periods used pluses
and minuses as a means of refining the classification.
11Thisterminology is not precise since the loans made by the Land Banks are
made with the provision of recourse to property in addition to the farm proper.



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.Loan Grades and Subsequent Loan Experience 33
process to identify loans headed for trouble; the Federal Land Bank
loan collateral grading system is used to judge the quality of the
farm and area at the time loans are made. The Federal Land Bank
must make a judgment. on loan collateral to enable itto make
loans on all types of farms; the grading system is used in determining
which loan applications to accept and the amount to loan. Itis
unlikely that a change in grade will occur during the period of the
loan.
The difference in the grading systems means there will be different
inferences drawn from a stable relation between grades and losses
in each case. For example, a high correlation between unsatisfactory
loans(charged-off) and lower-grade loans for Production Credit
Association loans means that the grading system is useful for identify-
ing changes in loan quality, assuming lower grades have higher
charge-off rates. A significant correlation between unsatisfactory loans
and the Federal Land Bank grading system for loan collateral would
mean that, at the time loans were closed, inadequate account was
taken of differences in farm quality and area quality to bring about
the same loss rates for all groups of loans. A nonsignificant correlation
would suggest that either the Federal Land Bank grading system was
meaningless or that proper account of the differences in farms and
areas had been taken in the decision of how much, if any, to lend
on a farm.
This analysisis summarized inthe following three questions:
(1) Was the loan experience for each collateral grade similar or
different?(2) What were the similarities and differences in the
characteristics of the loans in each collateral grade? (3) Which, if
any, of the characteristics of the loans were systematically associated
with disposition rates?
Varibtion in Loan Experience Among Collateral Grades.12 Since
loss rate is not considered a useful criterion for examining the loan
experience of the Federal Land Bank over this period, the criterion
of type of loan disposition is used.13 Table 20 gives the percentage
12 Loan collateral grades were assigned only after1933. Thus the following
generalization takes no account of loans previously closed or closed after 1933 for
which the grade data were missing.
13 The data on loss rates do not give a clear-cut indication of whether 12AB,
12CD, 34AB, or 34CD loans have the most satisfactory loan experience, primarily


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.Loan Grades and Subsequent Loan Experience 35
distributionof loans disposed of among foreclosed, paid at fore-
closure, refunded, and paid in full, for each of the loan collateral
grades. For both number and amount, a larger proportion of loans
closed was stilloutstanding for 34CD loans than for the other
collateral grades. The proportion of 34AB loan amounts still Out-
standing was also larger than for the best area loans. These differences
may be reflected in the characteristics of the loans disposed. of, since
the final disposition is known for a much smaller proportion of the
34CD loans than the rest, but we have no way to determine what
effect it might have.
Loans on the poorest farms in the poorest farm areas had a higher
rate of foreclosure than did loans on the best farms in the best areas.
The opposite held for loans paid in full. These two criteria are
unambiguous in reflecting good or bad loan experience; they indicate
that experience was better for loans on the best in the best
areas.
Loans paid at foreclosure are both an indication of trouble and
an ability to get out of trouble. Refundings are often designed to
avoid foreclosure. Thus, both of these criteria are ambiguous in
reflecting good or bad loan experience. The proportion. of loans
refunded is larger, and the proportion of loans paid at foreclosure
is smaller, for loans on the poorer farms in the poorer areas. If
payment at foreclosure is preferable to refunding, from the Land
Bank's point of view, then it also appears from these criteria that
loan experience was poorer for the worst farms in the worst areas.
While the loan experience for the worst farms in the worst areas
is poorer than for better farms in the better areas, the degree of
similarity in experience is of This similarity in experience
taken over as a result of foreclosure(including some acquisitions by deed) more
than covered the. .originalamounts the borrowers owed the Land Bank, on the
average. Loans on which grade data were available were for the most part closed
during or after the Great Depression and profits resulted from the upward trend
inland values followingit.Sinceprofitsresulting from foreclosure did not
represent intentional lending policy of the Land Bank, loss rate in this context
does not seem to be an appropriate criterion for judging loan experience.
14Thegrade of area appears to be more closely related to loan experience than
is grade of farm, based on Chi-square analysis of the information on loan dis-
position given in Tables 18 and 19. This finding holds for both loan numbers .and
loan amounts, although the latter appear to be a more significant difference. The
primary difference, for either farms or areas, was in the proportion of loans re.
funded and paid at foreclosure. The best farms and areas had proportionately36 Some Measures of Agricultural Credit Quality
would be expected if lending policies were adequately adapted to
grade of farm and farm area by the Bank. Additional information
on the relation between grade of loan collateral and loan experience
is examined in the next two sections, where the analysis centers upon
loan characteristics.
Characteristics of Loans in Each Collateral Grade. At the time
Land Bank loans were closed, a record was made of the amount
loaned on the farm, its normal agricultural value, its present market
value, and itssize in acres. Table 21 compares these and certain
derived characteristics of the loans in each collateral grade. These
characteristics are based on the loans of known grade that were
disposed of by April 30, 1958.
Some rather systematic variations appear in the average loan charac-
teristics among loan grades. Loans are largest on the best farms in
the best areas and are larger on the best farms in the Worst areas
than on the worst farms in the best areas. The worst farms in the
worst areas have the lowest average size of loan. Average normal
agricultural value and average present market value rank in the same
way as average size of Both best and worst farms in the worst
areas were larger in acreage than those in the best areas. More was
loaned per acre in the best areas. The ratio of amount loaned to
normal agricultural value varied between .44 for the best farms in
the best areas to .50 for the worst farms in the worst areas. However,
the ratio of the amount loaned to present market value was very
uniform, ranging between .39 and .41 for the four collateral grades.
Relation Between Loan Characteristics and Final Loan Disposition.
Loans paid in full, foreclosed, and paid at foreclosure were examined
to determine the relationship between loan characteristics and final
loan disposition. Comparisons were made for average size of loan,
normal agricultural value, and lOan to normal agricultural value
ratio. This last characteristic is referred to as loan:to-value ratio and
is the inverse of the equity ratio.
There are three possible results of these comparisons; thus for each
more loans paid at foreclosure and proportionately less loans refunded than the
worst farms and areas. The differences in proportions of loans foreclosed and paid
in full were not significant between best and worst farms and areas.
15Norma'agricultural value is based upon average yields and normal price con-
ditions. As the going price of land in the market (present market value) rises, the
normal agricultural value lags behind.Loan Grades and Subsequent Loan Experience 37
TABLE21
Characteristics of Loans Closed, All Land Bank Loans of Known







Characteristic (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
1.Average size of loan 3,3003,9002,8003,2002,700 144
2.Average normal agricul-
tural value of farm 7,0218,7896,1586,8125,372 164
3.Average present market
value of farm 8,1319,6167,1947,6896,903 139
4.Average number of
acres 136 134 115 154 139 96
5.Dollars loaned peracre 24 29 24 21 20 145
6.Ratio of amount loaned
to normal agricultural
value .470.444.455.470.503 88
7.Ratio of amount loaned
to present market
value .406.406.389.416.391 104
Source: Computed from data provided by the Federal Land Bank of Springfield,
Massachusetts.
loan characteristic, each disposition group was given a rank of 1, 2,
or 3. A rank of 1 was assigned to the type of disposition (paid in
full, foreclosed, or paid at foreclosure) for which the average size of
loan was largest. A rank of 2 was assigned to the disposition with
the second largest average size loan; and a rank of 3 to the third.
A similar procedure was used for average normal agricultural value,
and for average loan-to-value ratio. This ranking was done for each
year.'6 If all three types of disposition did not occur in a year, the
year's observations were deleted from this ranking. Equal magnitudes
16Forexample, in the average size of loan for all loans paid in full was
$2,700; all loans foreclosed, $3,600; and all loans paid at foreclosure, $2,800. ThUs
the ranks assigned are 3,1, and 2, respectively.38 SomeMeasures of Agricultural Credit Quality
were treated as equal ranks, so that in some cases a rank of 1.5 was
assigned to two, or 2.5 was assigned to 'two, of the magnitudes.'7
The ranks for all years were then summed and averaged by dividing
by the number of years included. Interpreting these data for each
loan characteristic shows that a high average rank indicates a small-
size loan, a small normal agricultural value, and a small loan-to-value
ratio (high equity) relative to the magnitudes of these characteristics
for the other two types of final dispositions. Conversely, a low average
rank indicates a large loan, a large normal agricultural value, and
a large loan-to-value ratio.
Table 22 gives the results of applying this procedure; first when
the results for each ranked year are for loans closed in that year,
and next when the results are for loans disposed of in that year. The
former reflects conditions during the period when loans were made
and the latter reflects conditions during the period when loans were
disposed of, although not exclusively in either case.
The most consistent pattern appears for the loan-to-value ratio.
Foreclosed loans had relatively high loan-to-value ratios, or low equity
(low average ranks). Loans paid in full had relatively higher equity
than foreclosed loans, while loans paid at foreclosure were inter-
mediate for this characteristic. This generalization holds for the
observations according to year of closing or disposition and for loans
of unknown grade as well as for loans of known grade. It also holds,
as a rule, for each collateral grade taken separately.
Foreclosed loans also tended to be of relatively larger size and
with intermediate or high normal agricultural values, although the
evidence is not as clear. This is consistent with the results for loan-
to-value ratios, which take account of both of these characteristics.
Loans paid at foreclosure were sometimes larger and sometimes
smaller than loans paid in full, and generally smaller in normal
agricultural value.
The important conclusion to be gained from Table 22 is that loan
experience is related to loan-to-value ratio, apart from the grade of
the collateral on which the loans have been made.
Summary. Loan experience did not vary widely among the collateral
grades, but there was a tendency for the loans on the worst farms
17Whentwo ranks of 1.5 were assigned, the third rank was 3. When two ranks











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.40 Some Measures of Agricultural Credit Quality
in the worst areas to have higher foreclosure rates. However, the
evidence is somewhat ambiguous because of the uncertainty concern-
ing the final disposition of loans still outstanding and the interpreta-
tion of loans refunded or paid at foreclosure.
Loans in the poorer collateral grades tended to be of smaller size,
but larger in relation to normal agricultural value of the farm. The
differences were smaller and less systematic with respect to the equity
ratio based on present market value of the farm.
Finally, when loan characteristics are related to loan experience
for each collateral grade, the chief result is that high ratios of loan
to normal agricultural value are associated with foreclosures in each
of the collateral grades. The use of the grading system evidently
does not eliminate the differences in loan experience associated with
differences in loan-to-value ratios, and the higher foreclosure rates on
the poorer grades may be attributable to their higher loan-to-value
ratios.